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A safe
work place
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A safe workplace has always been a basic need for
everyone. However, the MOBILO product group has
led to a completely new definition of the term “safe
workplace”. After all, thousands of craftsmen stand
on Scafom-rux MOBILO mobile scaffolds doing
their jobs every day, with the security of knowing
their workplace is safe even at great heights.

more vital in times of keen competition. You can’t
rely on obsolete and inefficient equipment to
ensure the success of a building project. Improvised
solutions take time, and time is money, especially
where skilled craftsmen and specialists have to
solve the problem of reaching their workplace and
making it safe before they can start work.

Using a Scafom-rux MOBILO scaffold means
mobility, speed and flexibility. Such qualities in
your working equipment are becoming more and

System efficiency is the keyword, since the
Scafom-rux MOBILO product group is a logical
continuation of the system idea which you will
find in all Scafom-rux product lines.
Once you have tried it, you will be a MOBILO fan
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Various models
And one system!

Each MOBILO model has its own system, but the whole product group is also logical system in its own.
A system characterized by substantial user benefits in every respect. Exploring the Scafom-rux MOBILO
product family leaves ample scope for creativity. Just replace the term “mobile scaffold” by “problem
solving”. Scaffolds are our company’s core competence. Consequently, we have always had the focus
on our customers and their needs in developing the Scafom-rux MOBILO systems as well. This means,
the compatibility between different Scafom-rux product groups is a substantial advantage for users.
Thanks to an extensive range of accessories that can be combined with the basic elements of Scafom-rux
MOBILO scaffolding, you will often have a chance to produce a low-cost alternative to scaffold a building.

• Only few basic elements that can be used
with all MOBILO models, thus making this
product group a truly modular system
• Light, easy-to-handle components for
user-friendly, ergonomic assembly
• Predominantly slip-on connections for
quick assembly
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• All elements are optimized for efficient
transport and space-saving storage
• Every scaffold model complies with the
relevant national and European technical
regulations

• All MOBILO models can also be used as
basic elements for many special structures,
such as suspended scaffolds, large ceiling
scaffolds or stair towers.

This is what everybody wants:
the fastest way to the top!
Speed is an important consideration on the way up. The faster a building
site is set up or more precisely, the faster a scaffold is erected, the
sooner work can be started, and the faster money can be earned.
So don‘t waste your human resources on work that doesn‘t generate
any revenue or generates revenue only under certain conditions.
Value performance for building contractors only begins when craftsmen
and specialists can actually start to work on their jobs.
The Scafom-rux MOBILO system has been designed with this thought
in mind. It has been developed in such a way that every mobile scaffold
model can be assembled to reach its full height within a minimum of
time. Stable slip-on connections, no time-consuming screwing,
self-locking fastening devices for ledgers and diagonals, decking made
of plywood or aluminium, and base units with height-adjustable castors,
are all designed to promote fast and safe assembly.

Innovative leadership of an industry:
this is our commitment!
We invest in developing new scaffolding elements and optimized
solutions every year. We owe this to our faithful customers.
This continuous process can only be successful through close
partnership with our customers. Many suggestions from our customer
base have already led to genuine innovative products which were
eventually mass-produced.
There are good reasons for innovation:
• The cost-efficiency potential of any system is never completely
exploited. Here, the focus is primarily on the product design of
existing elements.
• New technologies promote improvements in manufacturing techniques
and the use of new materials, as well as the implementation of
sophisticated ideas.
Our product range and total commitment are aimed at providing
you with a significant competitive edge in the future as well.
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MOBILO 800
The classic among
mobile scaffolds

Scafom-rux MOBILO 800 covers the majority
of applications for mobile scaffolds.
Indoors

Outdoors

Working Height

4-14

4-10

Scaffold Height

3-13

3-9

Platform Height

2-12

2-8

Ranges from - to in steps of 2 metres.
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A maximum working height of 14 metres
with a 2.60 m x 0.80 m working platform is
generally sufficient to meet the needs of most
users. Therefore MOBILO 800 is the classic
among mobile scaffolds. Here also, the motto is:
„safety with a logical system“, which includes
a GS certificate from RW-TÜV. After all, we are
offering ultimate top-level workplace safety.
Similar to all other members of the MOBILO
family, Scafom-rux MOBILO 800 is characterized
by some special technical features that combine
efficiency with safety.

A clear, reliable concept!
•	Few individual components, easy to handle, for cost-efficient
one-man assembly and ideally designed for transport and storage
•	Low capital investment thanks to utilisation of all technical
possibilities, such as providing access via slip-on ladders
•	Special castors locking in centre position to provide maximum
load capacity
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MOBILO 1400
For a bit more
performance?

All the advantages of Scafom-rux MOBILO 800 and more. This is how the MOBILO 1400 mobile
scaffold could be described. Its generously
dimensioned working platform measuring
2.60 m x 1.40 m provides ample space for
workers, materials and tools.
Indoors

Outdoors

Working Height

4-14

4-10

Scaffold Height

3-13

3-9

Platform Height

2-12

2-8

Ranges from - to in steps of 2 metres.
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Less is more! This also applies to
MOBILO 1400.
Few individual components for more efficiency in assembly, transport
and storage. The few steps required to assemble the scaffold ensure
greater speed. More scaffolding in return for only a small additional
investment, since MOBILO 1400 is a compatible modular system based
on the essential elements of MOBILO 800.
The advantage is obvious: whoever starts off with MOBILO 800 and
then wishes to invest in the larger model MOBILO 1400 later on does
not have to purchase an entirely new mobile scaffold, but only the
additional elements that he really needs.
Diagonals, rails and working platforms are identical for both scaffold
models, which means a significant cut in the required capital investment.

Production in the rhythm of time just in time, and designed to fit
Ultra-modern manufacturing equipment ensures proven, superior
Scafom-rux product quality is sustainable.
Scafom-rux operates its own production facilities. It also employs
numerous small and medium-sized manufacturing partners,
ensuring On-Time delivery of the complete product range.
In addition to process control and quality assurance, the main
focus of Scafom-rux targets flexible production scheduling that
reliably meets all customers’ demands.
Individual and customised or mini-series projects are expeditiously
slotted into place in this organisational structure.
Scafom-rux responds to special requirements at short notice
and with top-quality products at any time, promoting a loyal
customer base.
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Advantages of a global network
Scafom-rux is a global leader of scaffolding, shoring and
formwork systems.
Thanks to the true international coverage of the Scafom-rux
network, the company has a significant presence in key
construction and production markets. These include Germany,
China, Canada and the United States, plus contacts in
important centres of Africa and the Middle East.
Scafom-rux has a good understanding of construction trends.
The company’s business partners value Scafom-rux leadership
strengths. Scafom-rux values the insight of its partners.

Partnership & Mutual Reward, it’s a matter of trust and
mutual belief!
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More details
Key Information Included
in Scafom-rux Pricelists
The benefits of Scafom-rux systems are convincing.
However, even more comprehensive information is
readily and easily available from the professionals
at the Scafom-rux Technical Department. Simply
make a telephone call or send an email. Scafom-rux
has plenty of information designed to make many
construction tasks easier and more profitable.
It is important to note, for example, that load tables,
sample configurations, detailed technical data and
other useful tips are contained in Scafom-rux
product price lists. Much of the vital information
required for customers to “rise to the great heights”
of achievement is available in Scafom-rux product
price lists.

True partnership is much talked about but it can neither be demanded or
bought. It must be built, block by building block. Together with loyal customers,
Scafom-rux has already built a clear competitive edge.

Value of a Partnership
When is a team partnership something special…when it is a “big player” or when,
regardless of size, it makes a commitment to work together using the principles
of best practice? The Scafom-rux belief is simple: a partnership team becomes
“special” when Scafom-rux is accepted as an integral part of the customer structure.
This is not just a target but a motivation for all at Scafom-rux.
We are motivated, let’s get moving!
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